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Abstract
from the energy flux conservation based on
is
computed
transformation
Regular wave height
linear wave theory. The energy dissipation rate is assumed to be proportional to the difference
between the local mean energy density and stable energy density. The energy dissipation model is
calibratedand verified extensivelyfor a variety of wave and bottom conditions,including small scale
and large scaleexperiments.Publishedexperimentaldata from eleven sourcesare better explained by
the presentenergydissipationmodel than the precedingmodel of Dally et al. [1].
the rate ofenergy dissipationhasto be basedon
empirical formula calibratedwith experimental
results.To make the empirical formula reliable,
it is necessaryto calibrate or verifu that formula
with a large number and wide range of
experimental results. Since many energy
dissipation models were developed based on
datawith limited experimentalconditions,there
is still a need for more data to confirm the
underlyingassumptionsand to make the model
more reliable.
At this moment, the experimental results
obtained by many researchers have been
accumulated and a large number of
experimentalresults have become available.It
is a good time to developa model basedon the
large number and wide range of experimental
results.
It is the main purpose of this study to
developan energydissipationmodel basedon a
wide range of experimental conditions.
Experimentaldata from I I sources,including
490 cases,have been collected for calibration
and verification of the present energy
dissipationmodels.A summaryof the collected
experimentalresults is given in Table l. The
experimentscover a wide range of wave and
bottom topography conditions including both
small scaleand largescaleexperiments.

1. Introduction
Waves play an important role in the coastal
area. They have a direct impact on sediment
transport and forces on coastal structures.It is
essentialto have accurate information on wave
conditions in the coastal area. As waves
propagateshoreward,wave heights increaseand
eventually break. Once the waves start to break,
energy flux from offshore is dissipated to
turbulenceand heat and causesa decreasein
wave heighttowardsthe shorein the surf zone.
In the present study, wave height
transformation will be computed from the
energyflux conservation.It is

a\t:) = -o,
ox

(r)

where E is the wave energy density, c" is the
group velocity, .r is the distancein cross shore
direction, and Du is the energy dissipationrate
which is zero outsidethe surf zone.
The main difficulty of energy flux
conservationapproachis how to compute the
energy dissipation rate, D' inside the surf
zone.During the last few decades,a number of
studiesand experimentshave been carried out
to developenergydissipationmodels.Owing to
the complexity of the wave breaking
mechanism,any type of model for computing
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able l. Summaryof collectedexperimental data usedto validate the energy dissipation model.
No Sources
Total No.
Bed condition
Apparatus
of cases
plane beach small-scale
Hansenand Svendsen[2]
l
plane and steppedbeach small-scale
2
Horikawa and Kuo [3]
213
J
Kaiima et al. [4.|
79
sandvbeach large-scale
4
Kraus and Smith [5]
57
sandv beach Iarge-scale
plane beach small-scale
5
Nadaokaet al. [61
2
6
Nasayama[7]
plane, stepped,barred beach small-scale
t2
7
Okayasuet al. [8]
l0
planebeach small-scale
8
Satoet al. [9]
J
planebeach small-scale
9
Satoet al. [0]
2
plane beach small-scale
l 0 Shibayamaand Horikawa I I
l0
sandv beach small-scale
ll
Smith and Iftaus [2]
plane and barred beach small-scale
101
Total
490
2. Enerry Dissipation Model
A major problem of wave field calculation
inside the surf zone is how to evaluatethe rate
of energy dissipation.A number of works on
theoretical and experiment studies have been
performed to draw a clearer picture of the
energy dissipation rate, Du. Various models
have been suggested,by previous researchers,
for computingthe energydissipationrate,e.g.,
(a) Bore model, originally introducedby Le
Mehaute [3], was developed based on an
assumptionthat the energy dissipationrate of a
brokenwave is similar to the dissipationrate of
a hydraulic jump. Several researchershave
proposed slightly different forms of the energy
dissipationrate,e.g.,
Battjesand Janssen[4]:
' 2
un"R = P_ E=H
4= E
T

T

("2 \

Thorntonand Guza [5]:
)IJ

u^ "s = _P:g:H_t= =
(3)
E
4Th
Th
where p is the density of water, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, H is the wave
height, I is the wave period, and ft is the water
depth.
b) The model of Dally et al. [l], hereafter
referredto as Dally model, was developedbased
on the observationof stable wave height on a
horizontal bed. They assumedthat the energy
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dissipation rate is proportional to the difference
between the local energy flux and the stable
energy flux, divided by the local water depth as

[r"--r
Dun#

I

n.

K,c-.
LfW-zl
or D,=+lE-E"l=

(4)

(s)

where

=f,eslnY
n"=!osn?

(6)

n=lr+z*ntsinh(2kDlt2

e)

in which K, is the proportional constant(decay
coefficient), c is the phasevelocity, E, is the
stable energy density, 11.is the stable wave
height, and F is the stablewave factor.
From the model calibration using the
experimentaldata of Horikawa and Kuo [3],
Dally et al. Fl found that Kr=0.15 and r
varied case by case between 0.35-0.48.
However, finally, they suggestedusing f :0.4
for general cases. The Dally model has been
verified extensively for a variety of wave
conditions(e.g., [16], and [17]). The advantage
of Dally model is that it is able to reproducethe
pause (or stop breaking) in the wave breaking
processat a finite wave height on a horizontal
bed or in the recovery zone while the bore
model gives a continuous dissipation due to
wave breaking.
From the above empirical formulas (Eqs. 24), we see that the energy dissipation rate,DB,
may be a function of the energy density, E .
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where K, - Ko are constants, which can be
found from model calibrations. It should be
noted that; model (iii) (Eq. l3) is the model of
Dally et al. [].
In order to select the proper form of B or
Du, the abovefour models (Eqs. 1I - l4) will be
verified against measuredwave heights inside
the surfzone.
Rewriting Eq. (l) in term of wave height, it
becomes

Moreover, the energy dissipation rate,Du,
should be equal to zero for recover wave'
Therefore, in the present study, the energy
dissipation rate,Du, is assumed to be
proportional to the difference between the local
energydensityand stableenergydensity:

or

ou nlr - z.l
Do=Flz-z"l

(s)
(9)

where p is the proportionality constant.
Rewriting Eq. (9) in term of wave height:

D,=p+lH'-(rr)']

pg a(u",)
8

(10)

The energy dissipation rate from Eq. (10)
containstwo parametersB and f which can be
determinedempirically from the measuredwave
heights. The published data from small-scale
and large-scaleexperiments performed under
regular wave actions are used to determinethe
parameters p and f. Total I 1 sources of
publishedexperimentalresults,including 490
cases,are usedin this section(see Table 1).

ER = 100 S ( s

model(i): Dn = Kr?rt - t",

m o d e l ( i i )D: n= K z # r t -

(11)

t,,

=*,#ln, _(rfi,1 02)
: n= K , T r t - t " ,
m o d e( il i i ) D
-K3

P 9cnlrz
th

-(rr)']

x

(1s)

The wave height transformationis computed
from the energy flux balanceequation(Eq. 15)
by substitutingthe abovepossiblemodelsof Du
and numerical integratingfrom breaking point
to shoreline.In this subsection,f :0.4 is used
as suggestedby Dally et al. [] and it will be
modified later in section2.2.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the
prediction,the verification resultsare presented
in term of root mean square( rzs ) relative elror,
ER, as usedby Dally et al. [1];

2.1 Determination of the Parameter p
By comparisonof Eq. (9) to Eqs.(2), (3) and
(5), respectively,we seethat there may be four
possibleforms of p . Therefore,there are four
possiblemodelsof the energydissipationrate:

=K,#ln'-(rfi'l

0

(r3)

- t",
modef(iv):D, = Ko
irt

=*,#ln, _(rfi,1 ( 1 4 )
40

_r.),f ir.,

(16)

where I is the wave height number, 11", is the
computedwave height of number i, H., is the
measuredwave height of number i, and rn is
the total number of measured wave height.
Smaller values of ER correspondto a better
prediction.
A calibration for models (i)-(iv) are
conductedby varying the values of K,-Ko
until the minimize error ( ER ) between
measured and computed wave height occur.
After the calibration, the optimum values of
K , - K o a r e f o u n d t o b e 0 . 9 0 , 0 . 9 8 , 0 .1 5 a n d
The rlzsrelativeerror (ER)
0.15, respectively.
of each model for all cases of the collected
experimentsare shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Root mean squarerelative error ( ER ) of the four possiblemodersof Do.
Sources
Total
D, from
D, from
D, from
No of
Eq.ll
F,q.12
E q .3
1
CASES
K1:0.90
Kr=0.98 Kr:0.15
I
Hansenand Svendsen[2]
5.14
4.82
I3 . 8 3
2
Horikawaand Kuo, slope:0 [3]
l0l
I 1.98
t4.21
t3.87
Horikawa and Kuo, slope=1/80t12
29.44
22.99
t7.86

No

r/20l3l

5

/

+

5
6
7
8
9

10
1l

Kajima et al. [4]
Kraus and Smith [5]
Nadaokaet al. [6]
Nagayama[7]
Okayasuet al. [8]
Satoet al. [9]
Satoet al. [0]
Shibayamaand Horikawa[11]
Smith and Ikaus [2]
Average

79
57
2

26.03
21.58
21.70

t2

r0.00
r7.39

l0
J

z

l0
101

From Table 2, we seethat. the averagerms
relative error of each model is equal to 20.23,
18.66,17.84and 17.55,respectively.
Therefore,
among the four posSiblemodels,the model (iv)
(Eq. la) appearedto be the best. Consequently,
the properform of the parameterp shouldbe

p= 0 . 1 s +
n

(17)

Therefore, the energy dissipation rate can be
written as

r6.06

20.06
21.87
8.38
9.55
13.51

t7.75

24.76

19.29

15.20
25.39
19.25
24.73
20.23

26.25
t5.44
9.69

r7.68

r7.15

25.1|
18.66

21.98

19.44

17.84

17.55

8 . 1I

parameter f using the previous experimental
results.
After substitutingEq. (18) into Eq. (t), the
energyflux balanceequationcan be written as
a(Ec..)

= o . trsl -sP[ u , - \E n/ rY l

2.2 Determination of the Parameter f
Since the parameterf varies between0.350.48 [], the objective of this subsectionis to
determine the empirical formula of the

n9)

Ax
8h'
ConsideringEq. (19), the measured f can
be determinedfrom the measuredwave height,
period and water depth by using the following
formula (rewriting Eq. l9).

_0

n

ComparingEq. (18) with Dally model (Eq.
5), we seethat Eq. (18) is similar to the Dally
model (Eq. 5) except the factor r. The error
ERof Eq. (5) is greaterthan that of Eq. (18).
This means that the factor n is not the
significantvariable.The accuracyofthe energy
dissipation model will not be improved if we
includethe factor n in the equation.

r8 . 3 6
20.86
11.97
9.t9
t4.18
I1.35
31.83
16.23

D B= o t s : l E - E . l

= o : s c ( : l u- ,(\ r n' r) , I t ' r ,
t h '

Dufrom
Eq.14
K4:0.15
16.15
I3 . 3 0
20.64

(Ecr)
dx

Bh
O.l5cpg

(20)

Using the measuredwave heights, periods,
and water depths from the experimental data of
Kajima et al., [4], the measured f can be
determinedfrom Eq. (20). An attempt is made
to correlate the parameter F with the wave
parameters.Among the various possibilities,the
correlationbetweenf and hft[LH appearedto
be the best (seeFig. l). A formula for the stable
wave factor l, from Fig. l, can be expressedas

r = . * p f - oi 2
r os + ]
t

',ttu I

(2r)
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Figure l: Relation between stablewave factor, | , and h I ^[L I H (laboratory data from Kajima et al.,
1983).
/rns relative error, ER , of the Dally model (Eq.
5) and the presentmodel (Eq. 22), respectively.
From Table 3. we see that the results of
computed wave heights inside the surf zone of
the present model are better than that of Dally
model, for most cases.The average rzs relative
error, ER, for all 490 cases of the present
model is 15.15% while that of Dally model is
17.84%.

Substituting r from Eq. (21) into Eq. (18),
finally, the energy dissipation rateDu of the
presentstudy can be exPressedas
^,<---l
r
rrs;"\'l
p ," = v ' t r c P g I n ' - l n e * p ( - o : 6 - ! = ) l
I fzzl
,lLH)l
8h |
\
2.3 Verification of Energy Dissipation Model
Comparisons between measured and
computed wave heights inside the surf zone are
used to veri$ the model. The verification is
performed for 490 cases of I 1 sources of
collected experimental data.
The wave height transformation is computed
from the energy flux balance equation (Eq. l)
by substituting D, from Eq. (22) and numericaL
integration, using backward finite difference
scheme,from breaking point to shoreline.All
coefficients in the model are kept to be constant
for all casesin the verification.
Table 3 presents results of verification in
term of rzs relative error, ER, of each data
sources.Column 4 and 5 of Table 3 shows the

3. Breaking Location
When waves propagate to the nearshore
zone, wave profiles steepenand eventually the
waves break and this induces strong turbulence'
At the present, the knowledge of breaking
waves is not enough to describe details of the
breaking process.Empirical methods must be
usedto a predict the breaking location.
After considering a wide range of data, Goda
[18] proposed an empirical breaking index
diagram of breaking wave height to depth ratio,
as a function ofrelative water depth for various
bottom slopes.However if this diagram is used
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Table 3 Root mean squareretatlve
lati error ( ER ) of
ot Dal
No Sources

I

2
J

4

5
6
7
8
9

t0
ll

Hansenand Svendsen[2]
Horikawa and Kuo [3], slopr0
Horikawa and Kuo [3], slope=l/80-l/20
Kajima et al. [4]
Krausand Smith [5]
Nadaokaet al. [6]
Nagayama [7]
Okayasuet al. [8]
Satoet al. [9]

model and Dresentmodel.
Total No.
Dally
ofcases
model
(Eq.5)

I
l0l

tl2
79
>t

2
12
l0

Shibayamaand Horikawa Il I
Smith and lGaus [12]

I u l
[;,,

where i is the amplitude of horizontal water
particle velocity at the mean water level, I,, is

7.00

r7.86

7.68

20.06
21.87
8.38
9.55

6.37
9.16
0.81

13.s7

8.61

n.26

l0r

2r.98

7.74
19.78
t7.69
20.44

17.84

l)./)

8 . 1I

H'=;#@iJ{o'"-o '*o[-' tr1

{rJ

*s*i''
"*nl+'[rF''l]]

(24)

Eq. Q\ will be usedto computethe location
of wave breaking.Since Eq. (24) is originated
from Goda breaking depth diagram, Eq. (24)
will be calledGoda breakingindex.
4. Wave Model Structure and Results
The numericalmodel is basedon the energy
flux conservation (Eq. l). Backward finite
difference scheme is used to compute wave
height transformation from energy flux
conservation equation. The finite difference
methodreplacesthe partial differential operator
in Eq. (1) with algebraicoperationsat the grid
pointsas

r f u l r -- ,n l , c -, ,l
A*-ffi=-Da,-,

the deep-waterwavelength, mo is the bottom
slope and subscript b denotesthe quantity at
breaking point. The variables i and c are
calculatedbasedon linear wave theory.
Sincewave height is the convenientvariable
in this study,Eq. (23) is transformedin terms of
breaking wave height, by using linear wave
theory.

|.66

24.76
t7.15

Average
together with linear wave theory, the predicted
breaking point, in some cases, will shift
shorewardofthe real one. In thosecases,linear
wave theory gives an under-estimationof wave
heightjust before the breaking point. To avoid
this problem, Watanabeet al. [19] used linear
wave theory to convert breaking depth diagram
of Goda [18] to a diagram of particle velocitycelerity ratio (i / c ) and usedit to determinethe
breaking point [20]. For the convenienceof
numericalcalculation,the diagramof Watanabe
et al. [19] was approximatedby Isobe [20] as

13.83
13.87

2
l0

J

Satoet al. u0l

Present
study
(Eq.22)

H,=

(25)
(26)

wheresubscriptI denotesthe quantityat the
grid numberi.
Eq. (26) enablesthe grid-by-grid explicit
computationof the value //, . The numerical
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procedure for computing wave height
transformationfrom offshore to shorelinecan
be summarizedas follows.
l. Input the initial water depth ( ft ) at each
grid, wave period ( Z ) and grid distance( Ax ).
2. Input incident wave height at the first grid.
3. Compute group velocity ( c" ) for each grid
(using linearwave theory).
4. Computethe breakingwave height (Ho,u)
from Godabreakingindex (Eq. 24).
5.lf Hi-t 1 Ho,-r,the wave is in the offshore
zone. The wave height can be computedfrom
Eq. (26) by using Da,,,= 0 .
6. lf H,,zHu,-,, the wave is in the surf
zone. The wave height can be computed from
Eq. (26) by using Du,-, from Eq. (22).
7. The wave model allows wave reformation
to take place when the local wave height
reachesthe stablewave height in which energy
dissipationis equal to zero. In the reformation
zone,wave propagatesin the samemanneras in
offshorezoneand steps4-6 will be repeated.
8. The steps 1-7 are repeateduntil the wave
heightfor all grids have beencomputed.
9. Mean water level (wave set-up or setdown), f , is computed from the momentum
conservationequationas

aa__ | as--

\ zt)
pgni
to'
where s-is the normal
),
"" = fl *
\2 sinh2kh.)
radiationstressin x -direction.Backwardfinite
difference
schemeis usedto solveEq.(27).The
formof Eq.(27)is expressed
as
finitedifference

wave height transformation. The results of the
present wave model can be summarized as
follows.
a) In the offshore zone: the computed results
show that linear wave theory gives an under
estimationof wave height at the locationof high
Ursell number (near breaking point of case2.2
in Fig. 3).
b) At the breaking point: case 2.2 of Fig. 3
clearly shows the under estimation of wave
height but breaking location, computed from
Eq. (24), is quite good. Wave breaking always
occurs at the shoreward slope of bar. In some
cases, the predicted breaking location shifts
seawardof the measuredone (e.g.,cases2.1 and
6.1) and somecasesare shifted shoreward(e.g.,
case 2.3). However, Eq. Qq tends to give a
good predictionin generalcases.
c) In the surf zone: as seenin Figs. 3 and 4,
the energy dissipation model gives a good
prediction compared with the measuredwave
height.However,wave reformationin cases4.2
and 4.3 can not be predicted.Even if we usethe
value f : 0.4, it still can not predict the wave
reformation. This problem is also found by
Larsonand Kraus [17].
d) In general, we can say that the model
gives a reasonablygood estimation.The main
merit of this model is that it requiresonly a few
secondsto get the solution.

ax

G , - 1 , - , ) - -t ( s " , - s " , , )

(28)

pCh
Ar
Ax
At the offshore boundary, the mean water level
is set to be equal to zero. The mean water level,
6 , for all grids can be computedfrom Eq. (28).

10. The steps 1-9 are repeated until the
values of mean water level reach a steady
solution.About 2 or 3 iterationsare enoughto
get a steadysolution.
Comparisons between measured and
computedwave height for all casesof Kajima et
al. [4] are shown in Fig. 2. Figs. 3 and 4 show
the typical examplesof computedand measured
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5. Conclusions
The energy dissipationmodel is developed
based on a large amount of published
experimental results. The form of present
energydissipationmodel is similar to the model
of Dally et al. []. The main differences
betweenthe presentmodel and Dally model are
the factor n and the parameter f . It is found
that the factor r is not the significantvariable.
Therefore factor n is not included in the present
model. The main improvement of the present
model, comparedwith Dally model, is caused
by the parameterl. The validity of the model
is confirmed by small scale and large scale
experimentsinside the surf zone. The average
rms relative error, ER, of the present energy
dissipationmodelis 15.75%.
For the wave model: the wave height
transformation from offshore to shoreline is
computedfrom the energyflux conservation.
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Goda's breaking index (Eq. 24) is used to
compute the breaking location. The present
energy dissipation model (Eq. 22) is used to
compute the energy dissipation rate due to wave
breaking. Compared with the experimental data
of Kajima et al. f4], the present wave model
gives a reasonably good estimation of wave
heighttransformationinsideand outsidethe surf
zone.
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Figure 2: Comparison between computed and measuredwave heights (measureddata from Kajima el
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Figure 3: Examplesof computedand measuredwave heighttransformations(measureddatafrom
K a j i m ae t a l . [ 4 ] , c a s e s2 . 1 ,2 . 2 , 2 . 3 ,a n d3 . 1 )
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Figure 4: Examplesof computedandmeasured
waveheighttransformations
(measured
datafrom
Kajimaet al.[4],cases
3.2,3.4,4.1,4.2,4.3,5.2,6.1,
and6.2).
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